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Thesis Introduction
In literature ideas and emotions are communicated in a certain way. Words conjure up
these ideas and emotions. Teachers spend years teaching students to interpret texts. This interpretive skill is deemed vital in our education system, but little time is devoted to developing students ’ability to interpret the ideas and emotions expressed through film. Film is an incredible
amalgamation of words, motion, and music. This amalgam is the main art form contemporary
students take in and seek out. How many books do students read at home versus how many movies? The world of film is not only engaging, but it offers the same if not greater opportunity for
students to interpret, analyze, and be moved. If our students must be able to interpret literature,
shouldn't they be able to do the same in the immense world of film?
This curriculum aims to bridge this analytical gap through a carefully designed introduction to film class. The class will explore the five elements of film and economic/social issues that
are specifically relevant to a diverse audience of students. Specifically, the population of Roanoke City Public Schools, and one of its schools William Fleming High School. As an English
teacher at William Fleming High School, a Title 1 school with an 81% minority population and
50% black population, I am uniquely positioned to craft a curriculum that focuses on the most
salient aspects of film and important issues through the remarkably films I have chosen for this
curriculum. Each of these films’ have been chosen for their engagement and relevancy, and each
of the lectures and enrichment activities have been designed to connect with and foster student
understanding.
This class will not focus on the history of film or the classically taught important historic
films. My curriculum instead will ask how do the numerous artists involved in the making of any
film use motion, dialogue, and music to express the immensity of their experience and the ills of
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our society? In this class I want to use film to explore these issues: redlining, representation, gentrification, school funding and school policing, colorism, code-switching. To explore these issues
and film itself, I will focus on films directed by or featuring POC and African Americans specifically: Raisin in the Sun 1961, Boyz N The Hood 1990, Do the Right Thing 1989, When We Were
Kings 1996, Mississippi Masala 1991. Each of these films will be used to explore one of the five
elements of film those elements being: literary design, cinematography, visual design, editing,
sound design. A detailed breakdown of each film and the concepts it covers will be provided in
the Curriculum Methodology.
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Curriculum Methodology
How the curriculum should be used:
For every film there will be a guided lecture that briefly introduces the film’s plot and
history and explains an element of film using screen shots or examples from that film. Students
will then watch the film and complete a series of guided questions and notes. There will then be
a class discussion to discuss the element of film and how the film uses this element to resonate
with the students. For every element of film and issue explored there is a corresponding activity
to increase understanding and develop the student’s interpretive ability. During these activities it
will be necessary to reloop or show the class clips from the film again to highlight certain concepts or ideas. The curriculum is laid out in a step-by-step style so each that each film, lecture,
and assignment flows into one another.

Formative Assessments:
Each film has a Guided Notes and Questions activity to gauge understanding and engagement with the film. Also, for each of the issues explored in this class there are activities that assess student understanding. The Term Review is used to assess student understanding of all of
the salient concepts and vocabulary introduced in the curriculum.

Summative Assessments:
The Historical, Economic, and Social Concept Review assess students understanding of
the historical, economic, and social concepts explored in the class through a longer written
prompt. The students will also have a Final Project where they are to recreate and film a sequence from any of the five films the class focuses on. They will have full creative control and
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will need to work in group to accomplish this. Each group must apply what they have learned
about film to make their scene.

Term and Vocabulary Review:
Throughout the curriculum vocabulary and terminology are bolded so these specific concepts are easy to find. This will expedite student review of the terms and vocabulary in the Terms
Review and make it clear to the teacher what words and concepts should be emphasized during
instruction.

Detailed Film & Concept Breakdown:
• Five Elements of Film Introductory Slideshow

• A Raisin in The Sun & Literary Design Lecture
Guided Notes and Questions
Script vs. Play activity
Code Switching activity
Redlining activity
Gentrification activity

• Boyz N The Hood & Cinematography Lecture
Guided Notes and Questions
School Funding and School Policing activity
Cinematography activity

• Do The Right Thing & Visual Design Lecture
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Guided Notes and Questions
Visual Design activity

• When We Were Kings & Editing Lecture
Guided Notes and Questions
Editing activity

• Mississippi Masala & Sound Design
Guided Notes And Questions
Female Representation activity
Sound Design activity

• Historical, Economic, and Social Concept Review

• Term Review
• Final Project

Final Note:
The ideas and issues in this class can be heavy and frustrating for students. Give them the
time and space to tell their own stories. Also, the world of film is vast if a student brings a new
idea or suggests new content listen to them. This class is supposed to equip students to be better
citizens and also give voice to their interpretations of the human wonder that is film.
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Five Elements of Film Introductory Slideshow
Link to Slide Show: Five Elements of Film

The slides in this slide show can be viewed in the Appendix. This slide show briefly introduces the five elements of film: literary design, cinematography, visual design, editing, sound
design. It also prefaces these concepts with a series of questions for students to keep in mind as

they participate in this class.
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A Raisin in The Sun & Literary Design Lecture
Content Warning: In this film, there are usages of racial slurs consistent with the time the film
was set.
Literary design is one of the five elements of film, and it forms the core of the filming
process. The most important aspect of literary design in film is the screenplay or script. This
document is the framework that the director uses to structure their film. It gives the actors their
dialogue, the cinematographer and cameraperson an idea of what visuals are required, and the
editor an idea of how the story should flow and therefore how each scene should flow together.
Screenplays are written in much the same way as plays are; the dialogue is denoted and the location and timing of the interactions between characters are explained through the scene description.
A Raisin in the Sun was written by Lorraine Hansberry, published in 1959, and debuted

on Broadway that same year. In total, the play was staged five hundred and thirty times. It
marked the first time a play written by a black woman and directed by a black man debuted on
Broadway. The film version released in 1961 featured the original Broadway cast and the screenplay was written by Hansberry. A Raisin in the Sun is set on the South Side of Chicago during
the post-WWII period. The family is led by its matriarch Lena Younger “Mama”. Her son Walter
and his wife Ruth both work menial jobs as drivers and maids to make rent. Walter’s younger

sister Beneatha “Bennie” has dreams of becoming a doctor, and Walter’s son Travis just wants to
pass grades school. This intergenerational family is shoehorned into a cramped apartment that
Mama and her husband moved into years ago, she shares her bedroom with Bennie and young
Travis sleeps on a pull-out couch in the living room. The plot of the play and the film revolves
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around how the insurance money from Mama’s deceased husband Big Walter will be spent. Walter wants to start a liquor store so he can finally become a businessman and provide for his family while Mama wants to purchase a house and help Bennie with medical school.
This lecture will focus on how Hansberry’s vision and themes were brought from both
her play and screenplay to the film screen, specifically how the Younger’s apartment is conceptualized in the screenplay compared to how it was realized on screen. The Younger apartment is
the critical location in both the film and the play. On the stage, its interior was set up as the main
focal point and in the film, the camera and the viewer spend almost all their time there with only
five scenes happening outside the cramped apartment walls. It is the family's sanctuary and
prison, a space adorned with Mama’s lovingly chosen housewares that have frayed and unraveled as the family dreams have gotten further out of reach with the ensuing generations. The
apartment represents the family's hope and modest pride while also showing how their toil is no
match for the realities and forces of twentieth-century America. The specific social, economic,
and historical forces will be covered in smaller activities focusing on one issue.
The play and screenplay open with a detailed description of the Youngers' apartment.
This description describes the physical layout and contents of the apartment but also describes
the themes expressed in this space. Hansberry describes the space in Act 1 Scene 1:

The Younger living room would be comfortable and well-ordered if it were not for a
number of indestructible contradictions to this state of being. Its furnishings are typical
and undistinguished and their primary feature now is that they have clearly had to accommodate the living of too many people for too many years—and they are tired. Still, we
can see that at some time, a time probably no longer remembered by the family (except
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perhaps for MAMA), the furnishings of this room were actually selected with care and
love and even hope—and brought to this apartment and arranged with taste and pride.
(26)
The contradiction described stems from the apartment initially being filled with the hope and
promise of carefully placed new furniture to brighten a new space and that space outliving its
fresh sheen and now bursting at the seams as it tries to fit “too many people for too many years”
(26). The idea of providing a safe space for one's family was there at first as Mama selected the
furniture with “care and love and even hope” (26). The space was her family's sanctuary from all
the issues of the outside world. She came to Chicago from the American South to try to make a
better life for her family and this apartment symbolized that. This new beginning for the family
withers and loses its sheen as the weight of economic (lack of education and career opportunities), social (dealing with racism), and political (inability to borrow to start a business or buy
houses and not rent through Redlining) pressure bear down on this family. This pressure coupled
with the passage of time and the growth of the family overwhelms the hope that Mama first
brought to the apartment. As Hansberry goes on to explain, “Weariness has won in this room.
Everything has been polished, washed, sat on, used, scrubbed too often. All pretenses but living
itself have long since vanished from the very atmosphere of this room” (26). The themes and vision for this space are made clear through this description. An initial hope that is desperately
kept alive until it is crushed by the pressure of reality. The Younger’s apartment is more than just

worn carpets and cramped rooms it represents a family's journey, their hopes, and the reality of
their situation.
In the film, no character or narrator explains the state of the house. The viewer does not
hear or read the description of the apartment found in the play and the screenplay. The ideas and
themes expressed in this literary description come through in the set design and how the actors
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express their feelings towards the space. The set is where indoor scenes are shot in a studio; it is
a space designed to fit the requirements off the script. The items and looks of the set are the appropriate time/place/look for the film. The space is also designed to allow for easy camera setup
and movement, control over the lighting, and the sound recording for action and dialogue. The
apartment set is where A Raisin in the Sun takes place. We see the pullout couch that young
Travis has to sleep on, the rush to the communal bathroom in the morning, Mama’s plant clinging to life in the only sunny window in the space, and how the cramped rooms are almost bursting with the family. We don’t read about the tiredness or the cramped conditions; we see them.
The weariness and frustration represented by the apartment are also expressed by the actors.
Walter slams the table as he tries to explain how trapped he feels and how crushing it is to see his
son sleep in the living room. Walter played by Sydney Poitier bounces off the walls, his energy
stifled by the cramped walls and living too close to people for too long. Ruth played by Ruby
Dee brings a calm sadness to her role; she is just trying to keep the family together and desperately trying to keep the apartment livable.
Mama and Ruth are both moved to tears as Mama explains her original plan to move out
of the apartment into a house when Walter was a child, but it wasn’t possible, so they had to
keep paying rent and making do in the space. She and Ruth describe the apartment’s tired walls
and how frustrating and confining the space has become. Their frustration at the family's de-

ferred dream turns to joy as they discuss the new house that they will own thanks to Mama’s insurance money. The possibilities for Travis to have his room and Mamma to have a garden. As
that dream crumbles because of Walter’s gamble and the housing committee’s racism it is Ruth
who says she will work ceaselessly to afford the new house because the current apartment is just
so crushing.
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The ideas found on Hansberry’s page in her description of the story setting are realized in
the film through the set design and the acting. The weariness and frustration can be seen and felt
through these two carefully designed aspects of the film’s production and its literary design. The
film’s script is what makes the family's hopes and dreams dimming as the carpet gets thinner and
the living room becomes a bedroom a tangible reality for the viewer. Through all of this A Raisin
in the Sun shows the power of brilliant literary design.
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Name:
Date:
Block:
A Raisin in The Sun Guided Notes and Questions
Directions: As you watch the film answer the questions as thoughtfully and in-depth as you can,
complete sentences are required unless the question is a one word fill in the blank answer.

1. How many people live in the Younger home? Where do they go to the bathroom?
2. What is Mama getting in the mail?
3. What does Bennie and what does Walter want to do with the money? What is their relationship to Mama?
4. What does Mama want to do with the money?
5. At minute 30:00 is Walter calm or nervous? How does the actor express himself in this
closeup shot and what do you think he is trying to tell the viewer (3 sentences).

6. At minute 31:35 using context clues what do you think is happening to Ruth, she is
___________?
7. When Mama hears that Ruth went to a female doctor, she assumes that Ruth is getting a
what_______? She is against it morally but also because of the health concerns related to the
dangerous and medically unsupervised nature of the operation.
8. How is the way Bennie talks different from how Ruth or Grandma talk? Do they have different dialects/come from different places or is Bennie trying to say something through her usage of a different dialect? (3 sentences)

9. What is this an example of ___________?
10. Bennie is exploring what culture____________? Why do you think she is interested in this?
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11. Explains that houses cost twice as much in “colored neighborhoods” then in white ones, what
do you think this means for home ownership among people of color and what system contributed to this? *Hint ______lining
12. How does Mama show he trust in Walter?
13. What does Willie do with the money?
14. In the end what does the family decide to do?
15. Define code switching in your own words and provide one example of it in the film. (3 sentences).
16. Buying and owning a house is so important to the Younger family. It will allow them to stop
paying rent and own a home giving them the ability to grow intergenerational wealth. Look
up this word and define it in your own words.

17. Why is it so hard for the Youngers to find an affordable home, what government program
and real estate industry practice made their attempts to buy a home so expensive and difficult?
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Name:
Date:
Block:
Script Vs. Play Activity
Scripts serve as the skeleton or framework for a film. The essential functions of the script are:
• Organize the dialogue so the actor knows what their lines are and how they fit into
the overall plot.
• Help the director and production crew organize and plan for all the shots needed for the film.
• Tells the cinematographer (person in charge of the visual look of the film) and the camera operator what specific visual design or cinematography is required for the shot/scene.
• The script also helps provide a schedule for production staff and location supervisors to plan
and stage the film’s locations and production.

Look at the clip and notice how the details of the shots and scenes have been mentioned in the
script.
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Look at this clip and see how what is written in the script is acted out and spoken by the actors.

Play & Script Vs. Screen comparison activity

Directions: Read the following excerpt from the script and then compare it to how it was realized
on film. After you have compared the two answer the questions.
Play & Script:
Act 1, Scene 1
RUTH: Walter—
WALTER: Mama would listen to you. You know she listen to you more than she do me and
Bennie. She think more of you. All you have to do is just sit down with her when you drinking
your coffee one morning and talking ’bout things like you do and—(He sits down beside her and
demonstrates graphically what he thinks her methods and tone should be)—you just sip your coffee, see, and say easy like that you been thinking ’bout that deal Walter Lee is so interested in,

’bout the store and all, and sip some more coffee, like what you saying ain’t really that important
to you— And the next thing you know, she be listening good and asking you questions and when
I come home—I can tell her the details. (2)This ain’t no fly-bynight proposition, baby. I mean
we figured it out, me and Willy and Bobo.
RUTH: (With a frown) Bobo?
WALTER: Yeah. You see, this little liquor store we got in mind cost seventy-five thousand and
we figured the initial investment on the place be (3)’bout thirty thousand, see. That be ten
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thousand each. Course, there’s a couple of hundred you got to pay so’s you don’t spend
your life just waiting for them clowns to let your license get approved —
RUTH: You mean graft?
WALTER: (Frowning impatiently) Don’t call it that. See there, that just goes to show you what
women understand about the world. Baby, don’t nothing happen for you in this world ’less you
pay somebody off!
RUTH: Walter, leave me alone! (She raises her head and stares at him vigorously—then says,
more quietly) Eat your eggs, they gonna be cold.

WALTER: (Straightening up from her and looking off) That’s it. There you are. Man say to his
woman: I got me a dream. His woman say: Eat your eggs. (4) (Sadly, but gaining in power)
Man say: I got to take hold of this here world, baby! And a woman will say: Eat your eggs and
go to work. (4) (Passionately now) Man say: I got to change my life, I’m choking to death,
baby! And his woman say—(4)In utter anguish as he brings his fists down on his thighs) —
Your eggs is getting cold!
RUTH: (Softly) Walter, that ain’t none of our money.
WALTER: (Not listening at all or even looking at her) This morning, I was lookin’ in the mirror
and thinking about it … I’m thirty-five years old; I been married eleven years and I got a boy
who sleeps in the living room—(Very, very quietly)—and all I got to give him is stories about
how rich white people live …
RUTH: Eat your eggs, Walter.
WALTER: (5) (Slams the table and jumps up)—DAMN MY EGGS—DAMN ALL THE
EGGS THAT EVER WAS!
RUTH: Then go to work.
WALTER: (Looking up at her) See—I’m trying to talk to you ’bout myself—(Shaking his head
with the repetition)— and all you can say is eat them eggs and go to work.
RUTH: (Wearily) Honey, you never say nothing new. I listen to you every day, every night and
every morning, and you never say nothing new. (Shrugging) So you would rather be Mr. Arnold
than be his chauffeur. So—I would rather be living in Buckingham Palace.
WALTER: That is just what is wrong with the colored woman in this world … Don’t understand
about building their men up and making ’em feel like they somebody. Like they can do something.
RUTH: (6) (Drily, but to hurt) There are colored men who do things.
WALTER: No thanks to the colored woman.
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RUTH: Well, being a colored woman, I guess I can’t help myself none. (She rises and gets the
ironing board and sets it up and attacks a huge pile of rough-dried clothes, sprinkling them in
preparation for the ironing and then rolling them into tight fat balls)
WALTER: (Mumbling) We one group of men tied to a race of women with small minds!

Film Scene:

Start video at 1:25

Questions (answer in complete sentences, where questions 2-5 come from in the play are highlighted):
1. Which version of the scene is the most clear, the excerpt from the play or the scene from the
film? Why?
2. Is the English used in this dialogue correct? Do you think these misspellings and grammatical errors are purposeful?
3. How does this line compare in the film scene, does the actors energy and moment as he delivers the dialogue give you a feeling of desperation and struggle?
4. The statements in the parenthesis, ex (Sadly, but gaining in power) serve as notes and directions to who?
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5. Why do you think this outburst happens? Does the actor hate eggs or is there a deeper conflict being revealed in the script and the scene.
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Name:
Date:
Block:

Code Switching Activity
What is code switching? Changing one’s language or dialect (a specific form of language which
is particular to a specific area or group) based on the person you are talking to.
*Video trigger warning, police interactions and violence.
Directions: After watching these clips answer the questions below, in complete sentences.
Video 1:

Video 2:
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Video 3:

Questions:
1. Define code switching in your own word.

2. Look up and define the word dialect:

3. What is your standard dialect or the main language you use? African American Vernacular
English, Spanglish? Use this website to find out: https://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/govbeat/wp/2013/12/02/what-dialect-to-do-you-speak-a-map-of-american-english/
4. What situations would you consider using “proper English”?
5. What kind of connotations (ideas or feeling connected to something) does “proper English”
make you feel or think?

6. Do you think there is value (monetary, socially, legally) in this form of expression?
7. Does your normal form of expression have more or less value then “proper English”?

8. Do you think this valuation is fair or are the different valuations of dialect and the need to
Code Switch lead to bias.
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9. Have you ever felt that you needed to code switch or seen a parent/guardian code switch?
Describe the situation in 2-3 sentences.
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Name:
Date:
Block:

Redlining Activity

Watch these two videos:

Read this article:
https://www.wsls.com/features/2020/08/06/urban-renewal-redlining-still-have-lasting-effects-onroanokes-black-communities/
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Answer these questions, in complete sentences:
1.In your own words define redlining (3-4 sentences):
2. Redlining hurt poor and people of color (POC) people’s ability to buy and own a home, forcing them to rent and not be able to build wealth through house ownership. How did this lack of
home ownership hurt the communities? List 3 specific things talked about in the videos/article.
3. All of the issues related to redlining and collapsing communities are related and connect. This
is made worse by a lack of support and time. How do you think these issues have stopped being
crisis and are just everyday reality for people? How is it that we accept that as a country?

4. Do you think it is important to understand these core reasons for community decline and economic struggle?

5. How do we address redlining and improve the opportunities in the communities historically
affected by redlining?

Use the map and the search bar in the link to find your address (if you are comfortable using
your address) and figure out what grade your area was given in the 1930s when redlining started,
first grade, second grade, third grade, or fourth grade?
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/View/index.html?appid=909e8528cd3a4df190756596dcf5d693
Think about the street you live on, do you think it has been changed or effected by redlining?
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Boyz N the Hood & Cinematography Lecture
Content warning: Nudity/Sexuality 0:42:55 & 1:17:25, language, and gun violence. An alternate
film choice is available. Any student who has experienced gun violence could find this film extremely triggering.

Cinematography in simple terms is how all of the on-screen visual elements of a film

are captured. Every film is separated into numerous sequences, or extended minutes of continuous action, and these are broken down into scenes which are further broken down into shots or
frames where a specific action like speaking or walking through a door is visually captured. Traditionally film was a physical strip of photographic material that reacted when it was exposed to
light in a film camera. These strips or film were segmented into frames or still images that when
played form a moving image, for every second of screen-time there are 24 frames. Cinematog-

raphy is focused on the visuals in each frame, shot, and scene.

The cinematographer is in charge of this aspect of the film. They work for and with the
director to capture the visuals the director wants. The camera operator, lighting supervisor, and
many more creative staff work to realize the cinematographer's and ultimately the director's vision. This creative and technical team focuses on every aspect of cinematography: the framing,
lenses, camera angle, camera position, camera movement, and what is in and out of focus in each
frame.

The world of cinematography is filled with technical specifics and language. Knowing
the focal length of the camera lens used or specifically what camera tracking technique was employed is not necessary for someone beginning to learn about film. What is necessary for some-
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one learning about film is a focus on interpretation. Asking and thinking about why a cinematographer framed the shot in a certain way is the first step before learning about all the technical detail and nuance. To help support this interpretation a brief overview of terminology has been provided, The Grammar of TV and Film explains and provides visual representations of the most
important terms and aspects of cinematography.

What follows is an analysis and interpretation of the cinematography of three sequences
in John Singleton’s first film Boyz N the Hood. The film follows Tre Styles who grows up in the
violent and chaotic world of South Los Angeles. The film uses Tre and his friends coming off
age to show the deep struggles of this area’s mostly black population and the strength needed to
survive in this neighborhood. Singleton’s film addresses gentrification and the cyclical nature of
the gang violence in the neighborhood. These issues, gentrification and the connection between
violence and school funding, will be explored in greater detail in specific activities. In the film,
one shove results in the killing of one of the main characters and the retaliatory killing of three
members of a rival gang. The effects of drugs on individuals and the community as a whole are
also explored. The black community Singleton brings to life on screen is shown as both the victim of social and economic neglect but also a strong and loving place desperately trying to prosper in spite of the forces set against it.
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Sequence 1: 00:05:22

This scene follows the fight between Tre and another classmate. The viewer hears Tre’s
teacher talking to Tre’s mother about his rage, inability to socialize, and his intelligence. This dialogue is given further depth by the visual it plays over. Tre is seen walking home from school, a

typical everyday occurrence, except it isn't. He is in the center of the frame and is walking past a
game being played by men. Just as the teacher is heard explaining, in whats called a voice over,
Tre’s rage one of the men is seen taking a swing at one of the other players. Tre looks past as the
whole group starts to brutally pummel the man all to the soundtrack of Tre’s teacher explaining
Tre’s rage and the possible need for counseling. The viewer is shown a perspective of the neighborhood and the world that Tre lives in. Violence is shown to be a ready option and an ever-pre-

sent threat. A link between the violence of the streets and Tre’s violent rage is made through this
shot. The fight and Tre nonchalantly observing it and absorbing it dominates the screen. As he
walks away the camera tracks away keeping him and the fight in the center frame. The choice to
include the fight and to shoot it so it dominates the center of the frame reinforces the message
from the teacher and the viewer’s introduction to Tre’s world.
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Sequence 2: 00:14:00-00:15:00

In his sequence, several shots come together to raise the tension and the danger of a
break-in on the first night of Tre staying with his dad. The tranquility of the night is established
with shots of Furious and Tre sleeping, the frames of them gently sleeping slowly dissolving.
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The camera then zooms in on the kitchen faucet slowing and melodically dripping. This tranquil
night is interrupted by the creak of the floor as a thief breaks in. The camera follows him as he
creeps through the living room. Furious wakes up and loads his gun as the camera picks up the
thief in the mirrors on the living room wall. The next shot is an extreme close-up of the faucet
dripping. The inclusion of the facet during this time of danger is deliberate. The director and cinematographer use this familiar aspect of home life to show the house asleep and then the mounting danger of the break-in the steady beat of the droplets echoes both Furious’ adrenaline and
beating heart as he prepares to defend his home, and the beating heart of the viewer as we see
this situation unfold. The tension is then released as Furious springs from the doorway and cooly
takes aim. The shadow across his face heightened his deadly serious expression of focus. The
tension and drama of this sequence are visually established by the work of the cinematographer.
Visually the viewer sees the house and its inhabitants calmly sleeping. This calm is then invaded
and the same visual signifier of the tranquility of the house is used to show the building tension.
Something as common as a dripping facet is used by the cinematographer and their technical
team to visually express the critical idea in the scene.
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Scene 3: 1:30:19

This sequence follows the death of Ricky. Doughboy and his friends pull up and realize that they
are too late. In the first frame, Tre and Doughboy are cradling Ricky’s body as the boys look on

lost in their grief. The remarkable thing about this shot is how the camera operator and cinematography placed each actor in the frame, so they have space to react and show their anguish. The
main characters are in the foreground or the front of the shot and the minor characters are in the
background. Great care and planning were taken to show each actor in a natural and flowing
way. This is no accident each actor has been told where they need to be in the proper place of the
frame this spot is called their mark. Notice also where the camera is positioned it is at the eye
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level of Doughboy and Ricky this gives the viewer the impression that we are also on the ground
sharing in this moment of loss and pain with the two main characters. The second frame in this
sequence shows Doughboy and Tre putting Ricky in the car. The camera floats up from its eyelevel perspective seen in the last frame. This is called a crane shot as the camera flows up to capture the two putting their slain brother into the car. This angle gives the scene a symbolic and almost mythic perspective. Like a warrior being carried reverently on his shield or the king being
taken to his final resting place, Rick’s body is born back home. He is not carried on a shield and
he is not being placed in an ornate funeral boat or carriage, but the symbolism is clear. Doughboy’s lowrider and the back alleys of South Los Angeles fill in for the kingdoms and conveyances of old. The ideas of brotherhood and reverence are conveyed by the camera’s perspective
and movement.

All of these ideas and themes aren’t conveyed to the viewer explicitly through writing.
They are instead subtly expressed through the carful cinematography of the film. In film how the
camera moves and how the actors and locations are captured can convey huge amounts of meaning and critical ideas. Being alert and aware of these subtitles heightens the viewer understanding
of the film and its ideas.
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Name:
Date:
Block:
Boyz in the Hood Guided Notes and Questions
Directions: As you watch the film answer the questions as thoughtfully and in-depth as you can,
complete sentences are required unless the question is a one word fill in the blank answer.

1. What year does the movie start? __________
2. Tre says his dad told him that all men come from what continent?___________
3. The telephone call between Tre’s mom and the teacher can be seen as an example of what
type of switching ____________. Why do you think his mother choose to speak in that more
formal tone/dialect and why does she not flip out on the racist teacher?

4. Furious calls his son a what?_________
5. At 14:21 during the break-in what shot is added into the sequence to add tension and suspense?
6. What four shots are mixed together in the break in scene? 1. Furious waking up/getting gun
2. The thief sneaking around the house 3._______________ 4. ______________

7. When Doughboy confronts the older boys to get Ricky’s football back he shows his intelligence and courage. Does his mom appreciate these qualities and him in general?

8. What are Furious’ three rules?
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9. How many years pass after Doughboy and Chris are arrested for shoplifting? __________
10. Mr. Crump the college recruiter keeps looking around and jumping at the sound of sirens and
helicopters. Describe his mood and how he is almost like a fish out of water, think about him
walking up the porch and meeting the boys and his reaction when he finds out about Ricky’s
son.

11. What score does Ricky need to get on the SAT in order to qualify for a scholarship?______
12. Furious explains that the SAT is culturally biased and then explains his views on Gentrification and Black Money/Ownership. Describe Furious as a character what are his motivations
and beliefs when it comes to Black America. (3 sentences)

13. Given what we have heard and seen from Furious what does he mean when he says “this is

definitely you” when he meets Reva Styles to discuss Tre.

14. What score does Ricky get on the SAT, why does the director show this scene and why does
it add to the tragedy?
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15. Describe Doughboy as a character. He is a drug dealer and a criminal, but he is also a thinking and courageous brother and friend. Think about what he says in the final scene and how
his character was treated from the start of the film by his mother. In five sentences describe
him as a character.

16. How long does Doughboy survive after burying Ricky? _________
17. What is the film’s final message to the Boyz N the Hood?
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Name:
Date:
Block:
School Funding And School Policing Activity
Read this article:
https://www.vox.com/2015/2/24/8101289/school-discipline-race
Answer these questions:
The article layouts and explains four main points, for every point explain it in your own words
and copy/paste three of the most important ideas, numbers/statistics, or terms from each point.
1. Zero Tolerance Policy
1.

2.

3.
2. Outsourcing to Juvenile courts and In-School Police Officers
1.

2.

3.

3. Unequal Distribution of Discipline
1.
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2.

3.
4. Effect of Discipline on Failing and Long-Term Life Effects
1.

2.

3.
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Watch this video:

1. What is the main way schools are funded? What kind of tax?

2. Why is this unfair, are property values different in places?

3. Is the school you go to Title 1? Look up your school and see if it has Title 1 status and then
define Title 1 in your own words.
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Name:
Date:
Block:
Gentrification Activity
Imagine this scenario:
You have lived in your home for twenty years. Your parents bought the house. It’s a neighborhood of tidy houses and people who look like you and have a similar level of income. You have

grown up in the house, your parent grills in the backyard, you have mowed the grass for the past
few years, you know everyone on the street. You play in the neighborhood park with the kids
who live four houses down and always say hi to the nice old lady on Sunday who lives three
houses down. This is your home, your neighborhood, and your people. Then something changes
and people start moving out. The neighbors you know aren't there anymore and the corner store
you used to go closes and is now a more expensive grocery. What is happening?

Watch this video: *Content warning, drugs, and language.
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Read this Article:

https://www.kqed.org/lowdown/26269/what-you-need-to-know-about-gentrification

What are two positive things effects of gentrification?
1.

2.

What are two negative things effects of gentrification?
1.

2.

Free write: In eight complete sentences write a reflection from the perspective of someone who
lives in a neighborhood undergoing gentrification. Is it a negative or positive thing? What
changes have happened and how has your community started to change? (Write from the firstperson perspective Ex. I, We)
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Name:
Date:
Block:
Cinematography Activity
Cinematography Review:
Cinematography is focused on the visuals in each frame, shot, and scene. The cinematographer is
in charge of this aspect of the film. They work for and with the director to capture the visuals the
director wants. The camera operator, lighting supervisor, and many more creative staff work to
realize the cinematographer's and ultimately the director's vision. This creative and technical
team focuses on every aspect of cinematography: the framing, lenses, camera angle, camera position, camera movement, and what is in and out of focus in each frame.
Directions: watch each scene and then break it down in as much detail as possible.

Scene 1:
Analyze this scene for each specific element:
• Camera position: Does the camera follow anyone’s eye line or a specific object?
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• Camera Movement: How does the camera move through the scene? Use The Grammar of Television and Film handout to work out what specific movements are shown.

• How are the shots in the scene framed? Is there an emphasis on the actors and their acting or an
emphasis on action/movement.
• What is in focus in the scene and what is out of focus?

Now bring your analysis of the scene together. What is the result of the artistic choices for each
of the specific elements you analyzed. Why were these choices made and what do they contribute to an idea or theme in the film? (5 Sentences)
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Scene 2:
Analyze this scene for each specific element:
• Camera position: Does the camera follow anyone’s eye line or a specific object?

• Camera Movement: How does the camera move through the scene, Use The Grammar of Television and Film handout to work out what specific movements are shown.

• How is the shots in the scene framed? Is there an emphasis on the actors and their acting or an
emphasis on action/movement.
• What is in focus in the scene and what is out of focus?

Now bring your analysis of the scene together, what is the result of the artistic choices for each
of the specific elements you analyzed. Why were these choices made and what do they contribute to an idea or theme in the film. (5 Sentences)
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Scene 3:
Pick your own favorite shot or scene from your favorite film. It can be any film or a music video
as long as it is appropriate. You should be able to show this scene and your analysis to your parent/guardian and have them be impressed. If you can’t think of a specific shot use a shot or scene
from a film we have watched in class.

Analyze this scene for each specific element:

• Camera position: Does the camera follow anyones eye line or a specific object?

• Camera Movement: How does the camera move through the scene, Use The Grammar of Television and Film handout to work out what specific movements are shown.

• How is the shots in the scene framed? Is there an emphasis on the actors and their acting or an
emphasis on action/movement.
• What is in focus in the scene and what is out of focus?

Now bring your analysis of the scene together, what is the result of the artistic choices for each
of the specific elements you analyzed. Why were these choices made and what do they contribute to an idea or theme in the film. (5 Sentences)
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Do The Right Thing & Visual Design Lecture
Content warning: Nudity (1:20-1:25), Language, and Violence.
The visual design of a film is the what being captured versus the how it is being captured
through the cinematography. This element of film is remarkably broad and collaborative. The director’s vision is brought to life and sometimes even expanded upon by creative people that
build, sew, act in the film. Everything you see in a film is the result of these creative people, the
decisions they make, and the work they produce. Everything each character wears, to the house
they live in, to the lighting that illuminates their acting is the visual design of the film in question. Visual design in film is an impossible broad topic to cover in one lecture. There are simply
too many artists and roles with too many examples throughout the history of cinema. For example, a film’s casting director finds the actors for each role by carefully looking through auditions and casting calls to find a specific energy or trait required for the role being cast. Imagine
your favorite film and its main character, now imagine how different the film would look and
feel if Kevin Hart played the main character. Another example of the breadth of roles found in a
films visual design is the continuity supervisor. Their role is to make sure that the visuals and
the story stay consistent from frame to frame and scene to scene. These are the people that make
sure the actors makeup stays consistent like a black eye staying around the left eye for the whole
film or that the blue car used in the chase scene does not magically turn into a red car as the main

characters drive away. This lecture will not catalogue all the aspects of visual design and the
people who bring them to the screen, it will instead focus on location/set design, costume, and
acting. Specifically, the location/set design, costumes, and the acting in Spike Lee’s 1989 film
Do The Right Thing.
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The events of Do The Right Thing happen in the span of a day and a night on a few
square blocks in New York City but what the questions asked are just as relevant now. The film
follows Mookie, played by Spike Lee himself, as he delivers pizzas throughout his neighborhood
on a day when the entire city is suffering with the sweltering temperatures of summer. As he delivers each pie the viewer is introduced to the colorful members of the neighborhood. We meet
an old drunk named Da Mayor, a music obsessed guy named Radio Raheem who lugs around a
huge boom box, and Buggin Out, a loud and spirited guy with huge glasses. When Buggin Out
goes for a slice at Sal’s Pizzeria, where Mookie works delivering pizza for the owner Sal and his
sons Pino and Vito, he is enraged by the lack of black people on Sal’s Wall of Fame. This leads
him to start a boycott of the establishment and it reveals the simmering tensions in the neighborhood. That night as the pizza shop closes Buggin Out and Radio Raheem come in and demand
black representation on the Wall of Fame. Sal is enraged by the volume of Radio’s music and
during a heated exchange smashes his stereo with a bat. They get into a brawl that spills into the
streets and the cops are called. Officer Long pulls off Raheem and starts to choke him using his
night stick, his partner Officer Ponte at first protests but after Raheem is killed he becomes enraged and savagely insists he's faking it. Mookie watches this violence unfold and as Raheem is
dumped into a cop car he takes a trash bin and heaves it through Sal’s window. The ensuing riot
and fire destroys Sal’s Pizzeria.

The questions being posed by Lee in this film are profound and are made more interesting when the reaction to the film is taken into account. What is worse the loss of property or the
death of a person? Did Mookie do the right thing by starting the riot. Spike Lee explains that after the film’s release the main question asked by white viewers was the legality and morality of
the riot following Raheems death. Their concern being the anger and destruction not the loss of
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life. That’s a powerful statement that helps explain another question raised through the film:
Where does all this resentment and hate come from? The temperature is sweltering but the frustration expressed by so many of the characters in the film doesn’t come from the heat. The film
touches on so many economic, social, and historical contributors to the simmering tension on the
block.
Do The Right Thing presents its viewer with a complex portrayal of a tight knit neighborhood struggling with racial tension. This tension is highlighted through the visual design of the
film, specifically in the set design, costumes, and acting.
Do The Right Thing was filmed on Stuyvesant Avenue in Brooklyn. The film was shot on
location meaning it was not shot in on a sound stage or set in a studio, like many Hollywood
films, instead it was shot in a preexisting location. Filming on location provides a more realistic
and authentic look for the director and cinematographer to utilize when filming. When the camera cranes up and the viewer sees the whole street with its various inhabitants walking around
they are seeing the real street not a facsimile. The builders on the crew built the Korean Grocery
Store and Sal’s Pizzeria on vacant lots in the neighborhood. The pizzeria even functioned, and
members of the crew made pizza for the actors and the production crew. Building these buildings
was not just a convenient way to feed the crew it also gave the director greater control and the
ability to truly destroy the spaces during the riot sequence. Besides building the primary sets on

location the production crew also visually changed the street. Wynn Thomas the production designer painted much of the street orange and red to emphasize the heat of the city, this can be
seen most clearly in the shots of the three men hanging out.
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The role of the production designer is to make sure all the visual elements of the film satisfy the
themes and ideas of the director. This is visible in the sequences with the three old black guys
hanging out. The red wall behind them pops and the connotation of heat and fire is clear. The
heat radiating from the concrete and brick of the city is visually expressed through this vivd color
scheme. The heat is also seen in how the interiors are shot, many of these interiors have a red tint
or the light is obfuscated by moving fans. Choosing to shoot the film on location, build the key
locations, and repaint the block to express the heat were specific visual choices made by the director and the films creative team. The location and set design decisions contributed to the visual
design of the film and ultimately the power of the film.
The costumes or what the actors wear is another area of the films visual design. Costume
designers work with director and the production designer to plan the look and wardrobe of each
character. This is more than providing a character with a distinctive mask or shirt, a characters
wardrobe can express profound themes and meaning. In Do The Right Thing Buggin Out played
by Giancarlo Esposito has distinct thick glasses that lend his eyes a magnified intensity. This
coupled with his African necklace makes his impassioned call for black representation on Sal’s
wall all the more believable.
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What he believes in and what drives him are visually apparent even before he starts railing
against Sal’s “I-talian” wall. Also, his reaction to getting his shoes more specifically his Jordans
scuffed is quite authentic. Compare Buggin Out to Pino, Sal’s oldest son, who wears all black.
The brightness of the yellows and reds of Buggin Out’s shirt contrasts with the nihilism of Pino’s
all black look.
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His hatred of his father’s customers, the shame he feels working in the neighborhood, and his
pent-up frustration can be seen in his outfit. His anger and hatred are evident in black he wears.
The power of visual design is also seen in Officer Logan. We first meet him when he is called to
shut off a hydrant that local kids have opened. He brandishes the wrench used to turn the water
off like a weapon as he threatens the neighborhood kids. He also has his sleeves rolled up to
show his large arms. Now, just because someone works-out and has a certain psyche doesn't
mean they are going to murder anyone with a night stick as Officer Long does later in the film.
The rolled sleeves and exposed arms do send an aggressive and macho message though. Clearly,
he is strong and after we see him threaten the neighborhood kids by saying he specifically will
come back if the hydrant is reopened we see his aggressiveness. He is less interested in people
doing the right thing and more interested in the people fearing him. From Buggin Out’s necklace
to the aggressive exposed arms of Officer Long the costume designer and the costume department contribute immensely to the visual design of the film and the deeper themes and meanings
in the film.
Besides what the actors wear and where they do their acting, either on location or in a
studio, how they act is a consideration of the visual design of film. Consider Salvatore "Sal"
Frangione played by Danny Aiello. Thought the film he is an enigma able to express how proud
he was about providing food for the community and then in a fit of rage smashing Radio Ra-

heem’s boom box and using the N-word. Danny Aiello brought a realism and a challenged morality to the role and was nominated for an Oscar for his work. The nuance of his character can
be seen in his exchange with his son Pino about the business and when he loses his cool and confronts Radio Raheem. During the exchange with his son, we see a hard-working man who has
built a successful business and who cares about his customers trying to understand his son’s
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shame and hatred. He is proud of serving the diverse community that his son’s friends mock him
for. He is patient and reconciliatory. This patience vanishes when Radio Raheem and Buggin Out
come into the pizzeria later that night. The screaming and violence that follows is his but also after he destroys the stereo and uses the N-word there is a moment of pause. Aiello just after lashing out moves back slightly and stares emptily as if in a daze; he has exploded and now seems to
be grappling with his own anger and the ugliness it caused. The Sal character could have been a
nasty racist from the start of the film, but Spike Lee and Aiello created a more rounded character
and in-doing so offered the viewer a more nuanced and realistic statement about race in America.
So many Americans aren’t crushing bigots but through their actions and ignorance they contribute to the problem. This nuanced acting was a specific artistic choice that along with the costumes and location makes both the visual design and the ideas of Do The Right Thing resonate
even now.
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Name:
Date:
Block:
Do The Right Thing Guided Notes and Questions
Directions: As you watch the film answer the questions as thoughtfully and in-depth as you can,
complete sentences are required unless the question is a one word fill in the blank answer.
Note: Do The Right Thing is set entirely in a neighborhood in New York. The action and
characters we meet are confined to a few blocks. The film is as much about being immersed in
this community as it is about what happens to the main characters. As you watch think about
your own current community or a community you used to live in. Think about the people who
made that community special or unique. Also, does the same sense of knowing and belonging
that exists in the film’s neighborhood exist in your community?

1. Mookie works where? __________

2. Sal and his sons don’t live in the neighborhood they live with “their people” which son hates
that their business is a diverse neighborhood? _______

3. The first thirty minutes of the film are focused on introducing the various characters young
and old that populate the neighborhood. Describe one of the characters in the film that we
meet in the beginning. Ex, Mookie, Da Mayor, Mother Sister, Sal (3 sentences)
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4. What does the guy with the bicycle do to Buggin Out (character with the big glasses)?
5.

Do you think the guy is aware of the seriousness of what he did and what is he an example
of? Furious Styles explains this economic concern when he talks about the billboard in Boyz
N the Hood.

6. Mookie is a special character that can work with everyone in the community and knows everyone. He is known and respected. Have you known or seen anyone with a similar place in
your community?

7. At 00:39:00 the cops and the three older guys hanging out exchange disapproving glances.
The camera moves in such a way to mimic the eye lines of both groups. What is the emotion
expressed in this wordless but visual exchange?

8. Pino confronts Sal about the future of the pizza shop and Sal explains why he stays in the
neighborhood. During this conversation is Sal and sympathetic and likable character? Why or
why not?

9. Da Mayor saves who?_________

10. Why is Da Mayor a sad old drunk?
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11. Why does Buggin Out have a problem with Sal’s?

12. Do you think Sal’s rage and reaction to Radio Raheem was justified? (3 sentences)

13. Listen to the cops as they pull off Raheem and restrain him. The hispanic cop is trying to get
his partner to release him but then after Raheem is killed he jeers at him and says that he is
faking it. What recent events does this remind you of that have happened in New York and
Minneapolis?

14. What happened at Howard Beach? Why is the crowd chanting about it as the riot police and
the fire trucks pull up?

15. Spike Lee, the director and Mookie in the film, after the film was released explained that
only white people ask him if Mookie did the right thing by throwing the trash can and starting the riot. He goes on to explain that he was trying to show that property destruction is
nothing compared to the life of Radio Raheem or any person. Do you agree with this senti-

ment? Do you think peaceful protest works? Why does property destruction and riots anger/scare people but systemic inequality and the death of innocent people not trigger the
same response as property destruction?

In 10 complete sentences respond to the film and these questions.
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Name:
Date:
Block:
Representation and Yellow Face Activity
Directions: Watch these clips and answer the questions for each clip. After these questions are
answered we will have a class discussion about Representation in film and culture.

Video 1:
These Amazing Shadows, Watch from 1:10:04-1:16:48

1. What controversial film was added to the National Film Registry?

2. From the clips of the film shown how are black people portrayed, this is an example of what
is called ______face?

3. Why does this matter? What kind of violence did this film inspire?
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4. John Singleton talks about his film Boyz in The Hood, is his portrayal of black people more
sincere and authentic? Why?

5. Why is authentic representation so important? If I see the real pain of people I understand
them that much better, same goes for a person’s reality and world view.

6. Provide an example of authentic representation in Do The Right Thing other then Buggin
Out’s reaction to his Jordans being scuffed.

Video 2:

Bonus video: Possible the worst Yellow Face in film ever from Breakfast at Tiffany’s 1961
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1. Black face is the portrayal of a black or dark-skinned person by a non-dark-skinned person
who usually acts in an offensive and exaggerated way. When this is done to portray an Asian
person, it is called _______face.

2. What are some common stereotypes of Asian people, specifically Chinese people? Ex, All
Chinese people know Karate.

3. Why is important to allow people from diverse backgrounds to represent themselves in film?

Discussion: Respectfully as a class discuss the following questions.
Why does authentic representation matter?

What is makes representation authentic? Is there situations where representation could be more
authentic? Ex. In Do The Right Thing Sal could have been played by any white actor from anywhere, but it was played by an actor from the Bronx who had lived in New York his entire life.
What are some examples of representation that have stuck with you and made you feel proud or
seen? Ex. Bruce Lee for Mr. Chien
Why is bad representation and the perpetuating off hurtful stereotypes so devastating?
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What are some negative stereotypes? (Be respectful but also honest)
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Name:
Date:
Block:
Visual Design Activity
Directions: Describe the visual design of three things in the films we have covered in this class.
Your description must be detailed and explain the significance of the visual choices made in a 710 sentence paragraph. The four things you describe could be characters, locations, vehicles, or
specific shots/scenes.

Ex: Doughboy, Doughboy’s Car, Ricky, Mookie, the Younger’s apartment.
*If possible, include screen shots or images of the visual design you are describing.
*Us the Do The Right Thing & Visual Design Lecture as an example of analysis and description.

Visual Design 1:

Visual Design 2:

Visual Design 3:
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When We Were Kings & Editing Lecture
Through studying visual design and cinematography one learns about what is captured
by the camera and how the camera captures it. Editing is how those shots/frames are linked together into scenes and sequences. The process of editing is similar to editing an essay, one
writes the essay and then goes back and tweaks it moving sentences and ideas around to make
the writing flow better and the ideas more clear. Editing a film is similar, it occurs after a film
has been shot during a period of time called post-production. While the writer edits their work
an editor with the oversight of the director edits a film. This process used to be physical, when
traditional film material was widely used the film strips were physically cut and then taped back
together in the desired order. Editing is more than “cutting and sticking” as it was known during
early film history, it provides a film its narrative.
The earliest films were short, silent, and were effectively filmed plays with a fixed camera capturing one shot off a stage or background. Actors and backgrounds moved across the
stage for the camera. Through this limited perspective and title cards, written descriptions of action and dialogue, the narrative or story of early films were told. In 1905 The Great Train
Robbery directed and edited by Edwin S. Porter was released, this film pioneered film editing.
The ten-minute film was broken up into fourteen scenes. Porter told the story of a group of bandits who hijack a train and steal the money on board. He cut shots off the bandits galloping and
the train whizzing by together to express action. The film used what has become known as montage to visually show the viewer what was happening. A montage is a series of shots edited together that show a cause-and-effect relationship or ideas that the editor wants the audience to associate together. Porter's usage of editing and montage to tell the narrative of the film was
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groundbreaking and has been used ever since. Directors and editors have been cutting together
longer and more complex scenes ever since.
The next editing innovation is the Kuleshov effect. Dimitriy Usov outlines this effect as:
The effect is a mental phenomenon by which viewers derive more meaning from the interaction
of two sequential shots than from a single shot in isolation. To put it in simple terms, it is the sequencing of two shots that adds semantic meaning to the scene itself.

Imagine a shot of an older man smiling. Subconsciously, you are going to ask yourself a question:
what is he smiling at? The next shot will establish exactly what the older man is smiling at. The
content of this upcoming shot will elicit a particular emotional response in the viewer. If we include a cute puppy shot afterward, it is implied that the old man is kind and benevolent. However,
if the filmmaker decides to follow the shot of an older man with a shot of a naked woman, the implication is somewhat different; the viewer now perceives the old man as a pervert. The Kuleshov
effect establishes the emotional casualty (cause and effect between two shots). The comprehension of this effect has allowed filmmakers to experiment with new narrative techniques by eliciting the audience’s emotions. This type of editing tied the basics of human psychology into the
process of film editing. Therefore, it is a deliberate sequencing of the shots that can strongly affect the viewer and manipulate time, space, emotions, and narrative structures. (1)

The idea of editing to not just tell a story but also generate emotion in the audience is commonplace now. Though these early ideas seem almost basic their application has been honed and explored for generations. With the addition of sound in the late 1920s, special effects, and modern
film editing narrative filmmaking as we know it today was born.
The next most important innovation came from France. The French New Wave started in
the late 1950s and waned in the late 1960s. It was driven by young French directors who rejected
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the boring structures of Hollywood and instead focused on upsetting the conventions of film language to tell their own stories. They would cut and combine scenes to emphasize ideas, not narrative storytelling. They also broke away from shooting in masters during dialogue scenes.
Shooting in masters was how films in Hollywood were shot, the camera would follow a 180-degree line during dialogue a character would speak, and then you would see the other character
speak. Emphasizing the ideas and artistic themes of the director through creative cutting and editing rather than the simple narrative of a film is the main contribution the French New Wave
brought to editing. Creating a visual narrative, invoking emotion in the audience, and expressing
the film’s critical themes and ideas are the results of the evolution of editing through history, they
are the “why” of editing.
The “how” of editing is a complex art done by the editor and the director. In the corresponding editing activity, the various kinds of edits and cuts will be explored and explained in
greater detail. The ideas and practices of editing are difficult to understand without context and
examples. Leon Gast’s 1996 documentary When We Were Kings is built on its editing and is a
great example of this element of film, specifically its usage of montage and cross-cutting. Before
delving into the film’s usage of these two editing techniques it is important to understand what a
documentary is and what When We Were Kings is about.
In the same way, literature has works of fiction and non-fiction film has its kind of fiction
and non-fiction. Documentaries are non-fiction films that show the reality for the purpose of
teaching or creating a historical record. They use the power of film to tell true stories and document the real emotional and physical weight of their subjects. Leon Gast spent almost twentytwo years financing and editing his documentary, such is the power of the story he was trying to
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tell. He brings to life the legendary Rumble in The Jungle heavy-weight bout between George
Forman and Muhammad Ali and the accompanying Zaire 74 music festival. He does this by
combining archival footage of interviews with five people. He weaves information about the titanic physical struggle that was the fight and the political struggle that was going alongside it.
Muhammad Ali was a controversial figure for refusing to enlist after he was drafted. He claimed
his Muslim religion made him ineligible and that “No Viet-Cong [enemy soldier] ever called him
an N-word”. Ali was forced to give up his heavy-weight title and in the prime of his career serve
three and half years of a five-year sentence in jail for refusing to enlist. This made him a symbol
of the civil rights movement in America and a worldwide celebrity who was fighting the good
fight as a native Zaire artist puts it in the documentary.
Along with the fight, a music festival is also organized with the top black musical acts of
America flying into Zaire formally the Belgian Congo, to perform in a celebration of black identity. Finding and expressing this identity was foremost in Ali’s mind as well as many of the artists who took part in the festival. This unique mixing of sports, music, and politics is deftly covered by the documentary. A documentary that vividly illustrates the power of editing. Without
this element of film When We Were Kings would be an unintelligible jumble of archival footage
of the fight and festival and a series of dense interviews but through editing, a tight and moving
story supported by real footage and moving interview responses emerge.

When We Were Kings begins with a montage of cross-cut sequences during the opening
credits. As the viewer learns who made the film and who will appear in it the viewer also sees
footage of: Ali’s first fights and knockouts, interviews during his rise to fame which show his
growing verbosity, footage of civil rights protests in America being broken up with firehoses,
and Congolese citizens protesting and challenging the police. Through this seemingly discordant
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footage, several things are established for the viewer. Ali’s early success in the ring and how he
showed more of his bold personality as his fame grew. He is shown to be more comfortable
showing his humor and humanity the older he gets and the more fights he wins. Meanwhile, the
struggles of people who look like him at home and across the globe are shown. The viewer is
shown through the cross-cutting off footage from America and Zaire the world where Muhammed found himself becoming a known and public celebrity in. A world that at best was indifferent and at worst fiercely against him and people who looked like him. We see confrontations between black protestors and the police in both Zaire and America. The same brutal techniques of suppression are employed in both countries. So not only is Ali introduced but also the
historical and political context that would define his public life and his fight in Zaire. All of this
is conveyed without any dialogue or acting just the montage and cross-cutting off different footage set to the beating music of Zaire.
Gast uses montage again to explain Ali’s motivations, career, and relevance in the first
part of the documentary. He cuts together Ali’s mother talking in 1974 about how Ali first
learned to box. The play-by-play announcing and footage from his career-making win in 1965
and Ali’s reflection on that fight in 1974. Spike Lee’s explanation of his relevance and impact in
a 1990 interview for the documentary. The next sequence is newsreel footage of Ali leaving the
courtroom following his sentencing for refusing the draft in 1965. This biographical montage

ends with Ali’s biographer discussing his faith and reasoning for refusing the draft in a 1990 interview and Ali’s trainer explaining his beliefs about Ali’s role as a prophet for the poor and
downtrodden in 1974. A man’s life, his struggle, and years of history are powerfully expressed
through the knitting together of six separate scenes. A montage that explains why Ali was such
an icon of black life around the world and the deeper reasons why this fight was such a moving
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historical moment. All of this meaning and storytelling is made possible through editing. The editor melded forgotten footage gathering dust on a shelf and context providing interviews to bring
to life this moment of history. When We Were Kings vividly shows how editing in film constructs and supports the narrative of a film. It’s the glue that allows amazing stories to be told.
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Name:
Date:
Block:
When We Were Kings Guided Notes and Questions
Directions: As you watch the film answer the questions as thoughtfully and in-depth as you can,
complete sentences are required unless the question is a one word fill in the blank answer.

1. Spike Lee explains and establishes the significance of being Africa vs being African American. Why was it insulting to be considered African?

2. What was the fight for, what title?

3. At 5:00 what is your favorite of Ali’s boasts during the press conference (my favorite is “I
murdered a rock”)?

4. How long was Ali forced to go to jail for not joining the draft?

5. The cutting between Howard Cossel talking (white sports reporter with yellow blazer) and

Ali is an example of what kind of editing?_________

6. What is the significance of the German Shepard dog that George Forman brought to Zaire?

7. Africans supported Ali overwhelmingly, why?
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8. What shots are intercut during the explanation of Zaire and its leaders?____________,
___________, ____________
9. What kind of bag did George Forman use during his training? Why did Ali avoid it?

10. During his fight training what fighting style was Ali focused on?

11. Just before the fight what happened to Forman’s face?

12. What punch did Ali use to enrage Forman during the first rounds of the fight?

13. The camera is more zoomed into N. Mailer as he describes Ali going to his corner after the
first round. Why is this done to describe this crucial moment in the fight?

14. What was Ali’s defensive strategy during the fight?

15. By what round was Forman punched out/tired?

16. Who won the fight?
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Name:
Date:
Block:
Editing Activity
Directions: This is a web-quest use the link and the videos in the link to answer the questions in
complete sentences.

Use this link: Studio Binder

1. In your own words define editing.
2. Copy the three things a film editor does:
1. _
2. _
3. _
3. What did the editing in The Great Train Robbery 1903 do?

4. Define continuity editing?

5. Define montage?

6. What is cross cutting, remember to watch the included video?

7. What is a cutaway shot?
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8. What is a dissolve?

9. What is a J& L cut?

10. What is a jump cut?

11. What is a matching cut?

12. What is a shot reverse shot?
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13. Watch this clip from Do The Right Thing, what kind of cut was employed and why do you
think the editor choose this cut?
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Mississippi Masala & Sound Design Lecture
Content Warning: nudity and sexuality at 1:11:43
Movies are not only seen they are heard. This is the realm of the element of film known
as sound design. Every noise you hear in a film just like every visual you see is the result of determined work by a variety of creative people. From the floorboard creaking as the hero escapes
from the monster to the burst of noise when a light saber is ignited, and the music swelling as the
underdog team scores the winning point. All of these special moments are the result of a films
sound design.
To best understand sound design, it helps to start at the source: the set. Just as a scene
must be light for the camera it must also be wired for sound. The actor's dialogue and movement
are recorded. This is handled by the production mixer and microphone/boom operators. This recording is then used by the sound designer and their team to create the film's sound design. Just
as the cinematographer is in charge of getting the visuals the director wants the sound designer is
in charge of getting the audio the director wants. The recording of the actors from the set is then
mixed with sound effects. Sound effects are created by foley artists, these artists use everyday
objects to create the sharp pronounced sounds the viewer hears in film. It was foley artists who
found that the sound of a skull cracking is eerily replicated by ripping a head of cabbage. Foley
artists and the sound designer work together to record all the noises a film requires even when

the noises required don’t exist on Earth. It’s up to these creative people to figure out what an alien will sound like or what technology from the future will sound like in a science fiction film.
With the actor's dialogue and the sound effects, the designer can render the action and narrative
of the film aurally, but this must then be synched with the edited film. If the sound doesn’t match
up with the visual, then the transportive illusion of the film is lost. The viewer isn’t going to be
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transported to a new world and adventure if the actor's actions don’t link up with the sound of
what they are doing. So, the sound designer works with the director and editor to ensure that the
audio syncs with the film as it undergoes the editing process. This is also where the clapperboard
comes in. This is the whiteboard with information on it and an arm on top that swings down and
claps when it is brought down against the board signifying the start of filming. The board provides the date, time, shot, and other relevant information but also the audible clap when filming
start is what allows the sound designer and editor to ensure that the audio and visual are synched.
The final element of the sound design is the film score the music that accompanies the film. A
film’s score can be a completely original piece of music by a composer, or it can include popular
music and songs, referred to as a film's soundtrack. This is the soaring music used to signal a triumph or victory and the crushingly sad piano playing during a sad scene. The sound designer is
charged with bringing all of these elements together and making the audio of the film seamless.
In film, there are two kinds of sound, diegetic and non-diegetic. Non-diegetic is sound
that happens outside of the film’s world. It is the film’s score or its soundtrack. Think of the
theme music from Halloween or Star Wars the music played during climactic moments in these
films is not heard by the characters in the film, but the viewer hears the soaring or tense music.
Diegetic sound is any noise that happens in the film’s world. A great example of diegetic sound
is Radio Raheem’s boom box in Do The Right Thing. This proud and independent character

plays Fight The Power by Public Enemy throughout the day and later when he confronts Sal. It’s
this diegetic sound, a song about fighting injustice and oppression, that results in the fight and
the tragic events that happen that night.
Now that the terminology and process of sound design have been explained it is important to delve into what sound design provides to the viewer. Sound design grounds the viewer
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and expresses ideas of time, location, identity, and emotion. For example, Radio Raheem plays
controversial and explicitly pro-black songs loudly on his boombox. Would Sal have gotten as
angry with him if Raheem had been playing Mozart or Frank Sinatra? The music Raheem plays
expresses who he is and what he believes in. This was an explicit choice by the director and the
sound designer. Muhammed Ali touches on this in When We Were Kings when he discusses the
importance of having black artists playing black music during the Zaire 74 music festival that
preceded his fight. He explains through cheeky impersonations how the music of Johnny Cash
and Chinese string music does not register with him because it does not tell his stories and express the emotions of the African American experience. African American music speaks to his
identity and his time in a way no other sound does. In the same way, one seeks out songs that
mirror one's mood a film’s director and sound designer do the same to express the locality, temporality, identity, and emotions of a certain scene or sequence. Nowhere is this more apparent
than in the film Mississippi Masala 1991 directed by Mira Nair.
Mississippi Masala tells the story of an Indian family that is uprooted from their adopted
home of Uganda due to the dictatorship of Idi Amin. The family must leave their comfortable
life and dear friends, this crushing departure affects the father Jay, and his young daughter
Meena the hardest. Ultimately, the family settles in Greenwood Mississippi, and begins working
at a chain of motels owned by their extended family. One day Meena accidentally hits a local
carpet cleaner's van driven by Demetrius Williams, played by Denzel Washington. The two
begin seeing each other and fall in love. Their growing romance causes great tension in both the
black and Indian communities of Greenwood with interracial relations and colorism being the
main issue. Jay can’t shake the resentment he feels towards the close-minded and racist people
who forced him out of Uganda and wants Meena to avoid this suffering by not seeing Demetrius.
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He warns her that old ways of thinking don’t change and that people are meant to stick to their
kind. Ultimately the young couple escapes the prejudice and tension by setting off on their own.
Jay relents after he goes back to Uganda in an attempt to win back his property. He finds that his
childhood friend who he renounces after his family's expulsion has been killed by Amin and that
all of his resentment has been holding him back.
The film uses sound design brilliantly to explain the different localities used in the film
and the different emotions experienced by the characters. The film’s score is used to establish the
location. The viewer hears a distinctly African beat and drums during scenes set in Uganda and
the bluesy swing of the horn and harmonica during scenes in America. This can most clearly be
seen when the family flies out of Uganda and the family's journey to Mississippi is conveyed
only through the shot of the flight being visually traced from Uganda to America and the music
corresponding to the new locals. This music orients the viewer throughout the film in a temporal
sense but also an emotional sense. The viewer hears the blues harmonica as Kinnu, Jay’s wife,
reads his letter from Uganda at the end of the film. The music is mixed with the audio of the letter being narrated by Jay. He explains that home is wherever his heart is and that he has realized
his heart is not in Uganda but wherever his family is. This realization is heightened by the choice
to underscore his narration with the music of his American home even though he is in Uganda.
Beyond suggesting location the sounds of the film also suggest emotions. When the family
leaves Uganda Meena is seen saying goodbye to her friend and gets into the car. While this moment is sad the true depth of the movement is highlighted by the sound designer looping her
haunting “bye-bye-bye-bye”. The viewer hears her pained voice over and over again as the car
drives away. We see the diegetic world of the film mix with the non-diegetic as Meena’s pained
byes echo unnaturally long. This creative choice makes her pain and confusion resoundingly
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clear to the viewer. Along this same vein of emotional expression through sound, Jay’s humanity
is seen as fully restored when he watches a Ugandan dance to the beat of drums in the street and
he holds a young Ugandan child who reaches out to him. This moment, which would be quite
strange and hollow without music, serves as the emotional peak of the film. Jay's embrace of the
small child symbolizes the film's larger realization that the forces of love and acceptance are
more powerful than the traditional close-minded thinking of the past.
While Do The Right Thing and When We Were Kings use sound to express identity and
time Mississippi Masala uses sound to express location and emotion. All of these examples show
the versatility and power of this element of film.
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Name:
Date:
Block:
Mississippi Masala Guided Notes and Questions
Directions: As you watch the film answer the questions as thoughtfully and in-depth as you can,
complete sentences are required unless the question is a one word fill in the blank answer.

1. Where is the story initially set?

2. Why is the family being forced to leave Uganda?

3. Does the family love Uganda, what is one way their love is expressed in the film?

4. Where does the family settle?

5. “You got a darkie daughter mom” what does she mean by this?

6. Describe Demetrius, what do white people think of him and what role doe she play in the
family?

7. During the Indian prayer at the wedding does everyone seem involved what does this say
about this community so far from its Indian roots?
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8. What club does Meena and Harry Patel go to?

9. Initially why does Demetrius dance with Meena?

10. Who does Meena’s dad Jay not contact from Uganda?

11. During the Biloxi scene on the beach, Meena looks incredible in her orange Indian dress.
During film production who is responsible for this?

12. What do birthdays remind Meena off?

13. What does Meena do when she says she is going to pack her shoes?

14. Why does Jay travel back to Uganda?

15. Do you think Jays trip to Uganda changed his mind about Meena and Demetrius.

16. What genre of music is used to signify Mississippi and what music is used to signify
Uganda? Do these musical styles have different emotional connotations? Is the blue harmonica
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heard in the American scenes a happy joyful sound or a more mournful and sad sound? (5 complete sentences)
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Name:
Date:
Block:
Sound Design Activity
Directions: You are a sound designer, think of your favorite films or scenes from films that have
struck with you. Copy and paste three of these scenes and explain in detail how you would
change or reimagine their sound design.

Ex: Scene: Do the Right Thing: Radio Raheem Love/Hate speech
Describe the scene: (2-3 sentences)
In this scene Radio Raheem explains his world view. He describes it as a fight between love and
hate. The only sound hears is his dialogue and the bustling noise of the neighborhood.
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Sound you would include or change and a description of why: (3-4 sentences)

I would add an instrumental piece of music that emphasis the depth of Raheem’s philosophical
idea. I would also want the music to express the sadness but also triumphant nature of this struggle between good and evil. This song from If Beale Street Could Talk does that beautifully, it
swells with life but is also tinged with sadness.

Scene 1:

Describe the Scene: (2-3 sentences)

Sound you would include or change and a description of why: (3-4 sentences)
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Scene 2:

Describe the Scene: (2-3 sentences)

Sound you would include or change and a description of why: (3-4 sentences)

Scene 3:

Describe the Scene: (2-3 sentences)

Sound you would include or change and a description of why: (3-4 sentences)
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Name:
Date:
Block:
Colorism Activity
Directions: This is a web-quest use the link and the videos in the link to answer the questions in
complete sentences.

Use this link: What is Colorism?

1. What is colorism defined as?

2. Who engages in colorism?

3. Do you think our culture and the world it creates contributes to colorism?

4. Have you ever engaged in colorism or been the target of colorism?

5. How does this issue tie into representation and the need to see powerful and diverse characters?

6. Explain in your own words one of the bias and perceptions that result from colorism.

7. Explain in your own words one of the suggestions for teachers on how to deal with colorism
in their classroom.
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Name:
Date:
Block:
Female Representation Activity
Directions: This is a web-quest use the link and the videos in the link to answer the questions in
complete sentences.

Use this link: Female Representation & Bechdel test
1. In your own words define representation? Think about why we have studied the films we
have in this class and who do they represent.

2. What is the Bechdel Test? List the three rules for the test.

3. Women are portrayed in unflattering ways, they are shown as victims, untrustworthy or adulterous, or useless and unintelligent. Explain one of these typical unflattering roles.

4. List two of the films that surprisingly pass the Bechdel test? Use the video.
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5. Why does it matter to have women shown as fully independent and capable people? (6 sentences)

6. Why do you think representation of women and how they have been portrayed in film been
so bad in film and media? Hint-What is the gender of most filmmakers and film producers.
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Name:
Date:
Block:
Historical, Economic, and Social Concept Review
We have touched on a lot of economic and social concepts and how they have historically contributed to the struggles of African Americans in this class. Beyond simple bias and racism, we

have also explored:

The economic ideas of redlining, gentrification, and school funding
The social ideas of school policing, gang violence, code switching, colorism, representation

Directions: In your own words define these ideas. Then watch the video and answer the questions.
Redlining:
Gentrification:
School Funding:
School Policing:
Code Switching:
Colorism:
Representation:
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Watch this video:

Think deeply and answer these questions:
How do all of these various forces conspire to make life harder and more unfair for black Americans, and POC Americans? Over time what do all of these speedbumps and roadblocks do to Af-

rican Americans trying to live their American dream.

Directions: After watching these clips answer the questions below, in complete sentences:
1. In A Raisin in The Sun every member of the Younger family seems to be crushed by an unseen force. It’s a force they all feel but it is never explicitly explained. Why does Walter
want to open a business? Why does his wife and mother want to move into the house regard-

less of the neighborhood’s reaction; Bennie is trying to find who she (African vs Black) and
find the resources to get an education. Name all the ideas they confront in the film:

2. Where do you think all of Tre’s frustration and anger comes from when he comes to Brandi
crying in Boyz N the Hood?
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3. What unspoken question is posed to the viewer in Do the Right Thing about the value of
property versus the value of a black person’s life?

4. All of these films tap into and explore in their own ways the burden of living in America and
the forces that have worked against black Americans. Reflect on the films we have watched
and the ideas we have covered. What do you think is the most moving example of the struggle of African Americans and why is it moving to you? What is the most infuriating thing
you have seen in the films or in the ideas we have covered, why is it so unjust or frustrating
to you? (10 complete sentences)
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Name:
Date:
Block:
Term Review
Directions: For each concept or term provide your own definition and an example from either
your own research or the lectures and activities in this class. The more consistent and detailed
your definition the more points you will earn. Five points are available for every term.
Concepts/Terms:
Five Elements of Film:
1. Literary Design:
2. Visual Design:
3. Cinematography
4. Editing:
5. Sound Design:
General Terms:
6. Screen Play/Script:
7. Dialogue:
8. Code Switching:

9. Dialect:
10. Redlining:
11. Gentrification:
12. Intergenerational wealth
13. Cinematography:
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14. Cinematographer:
15. Shot/frame
16. Scene:
17. Sequence:
18. Continuity Supervisor:
19. Casting Director:
20. Location vs Set:
21. Costume designer:
22. Production Designer:
23. Editing:
24. Cutting:
25. Montage:
26. Editor:
27. Narrative editing:
28. Documentary:
29. Sound Designer:
30. Foley Artist:
31. Film Score

32. Diegetic:
33. Non diegetic:
34. Colorism:
35. Representation:
36. Bechdel Test:
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Name:
Date:
Block:
Final Project
Imagine that you and your group of 4-5 fellow students have become a production company and

are going to recreate or reimagine a movie scene…

Directions: Each group must have a director, a cinematographer, a production designer, and two
actors (you can have more). You must choose a scene from any of the five films we have done in
class: Raisin in the Sun 1961, Boyz N The Hood 1990, Do the Right Thing 1989, When We Were
Kings 1996, Mississippi Masala 1991

Every group member must have a role and complete a worksheet. The responsibilities for each

role in the project are outlined in the worksheets in the attached packet. Groups will have two
weeks to work on this project. The specific requirements and points values are detailed below.

____/100pts Final Project
____/25pts Director’s Worksheet
• See Directors Sheet

______/25pts Production Design Worksheet
• See Production Designer Sheet

____/25pts Cinematographer Worksheet
• See Cinematographer Worksheet
____/25pts Actor’s Worksheet
• See Actor’s Worksheet
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Director’s Worksheet
Name of director: _____________________ , you have been tasked with putting together your
groups video. Your job will be to organize and direct your groups work during this project.

Decide in your group what film you want to recreate and what scene from that film in
particular. How are you going to establish the setting? Who is going to act in the video and what
emotions or ideas should they convey?

Use this space to plan out and organize your adaptation in detail.
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Production Designer Worksheet
What film and scene are you doing?
Where, and when is your recreation or reimagining taking place?

Briefly brainstorm objects, colors, places that share the same ideas or are linked with the emotions and setting laid out by the director.

How are you going to bring the scene visuals and action to life? Where are you shooting your scene? What
do you need to bring?

What specific visual ideas or emphasis do you want to bring to the scene?
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Cinematographer Worksheet
While the director plans out the action in your video you have been given the job of videoing it. You have read the play and seen a professional adaptation. Now it's your turn to be creative.

Where is your adaptation set? How many individual scenes will be in your video? Will
the video have any special effects? How many different shots will you need to complete the
video?

What specific shots will you need in your video? Lay out all of the shots you need so filming will be easier.
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Actors Worksheet
Actor’s name:_______________, You have the odious task of preforming for no money and with
no equipment.

How do you convey the emotions and thoughts of your character? How do you let the audience
know who you are? How do you get all your dialogue ?

What is your characters central emotion or thought in the scene you are focusing on?

How are you conveying to the camera this central emotion or thought?
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Actors Worksheet
Actor’s name:_______________, You have the odious task of preforming for no money and with
no equipment.

How do you convey the emotions and thoughts of your character? How do you let the audience
know who you are? How do you get all your dialogue ?

What is your characters central emotion or thought in the scene you are focusing on?

How are you conveying to the camera this central emotion or thought?
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